2005 f150 rough idle

As the most-recalled vehicle sold here, some problems are due to bad design. But considering
how pickup trucks are used, some issues crop up for the same reason people get bad knees:
age. Here are some of the most common. Raybuck Auto Body Parts warns that 12 th -gen Fs
often start to run and idle roughly. This was particularly problematic for the model year, which
is on our list of F model years to avoid. What happened was the exhaust gas recirculation
sensors were getting sticky. Carbon from the engine was accumulating on the sensors and
clogging them. Although diesel engines are usually the ones that make more soot, it can
happen in gasoline trucks, too. A clogged mass airflow sensor in particular causes a rough idle.
At that point, the sensors have begun wearing down, which can cause further engine imbalance
and rough idle. Although some types of spark plugs should be replaced every , miles, modern
plugs can often last up to , miles. The plugs in Ford Fs were actually designed to not need a
service until then. Unfortunately, as both Raybuck and Ford Problems describe , that k service
interval came with an asterisk. And a major headache. And second of all, waiting until , miles to
change the plugs meant dealing with a very annoying problem. Over time, soot starts to
accumulate on spark plugs. Luckily, there are cleaning solutions designed to remove these soot
deposits. A post shared by countrydirtriding on Nov 19, at pm PST. For the 3-valve engines
used in the Fs, Ford created a unique 2-piece plug. And the Blue Oval specified a ,mile service
interval. Then, because of the 2-piece design, when the mechanic tried to remove the plugs,
they broke in half. Making removing the plugs even more difficultâ€”and expensive.
Sandwiched between the engine block and cylinder head, the head gasket is what keeps the
explosions inside the combustion chamber. It also, according to Mobil , keeps coolant and oil
from mixing together. After driving , miles or so, F owners would start to smell burnt oil. Oil had
begun leaking into the engine and onto the starter from the passenger side. Repairing the issue
requires removing quite a bit of engine, and is best left to a certified mechanic. Although the
stuck spark plugs are a problem that shows up after , miles, there is another spark plug issue
that can pop up much sooner. The metal and thread design, allegedly, are too weak to handle
the forces involved. In addition, the spark plugs were supposedly under-tightened and
over-torqued, letting them vibrate in place and wearing the aluminum threads away.
Considering my first car had aluminum cylinder heads, there may be some truth to this. But not
all Ford F problems come from production flaws. A user posting on the F owner forums asked
what issues could crop up after , miles. After bringing up the spark plug issues, another forum
member suggested the rear axle bearings would probably need to be changed. Not because
they were flawed, but because of normal wear-and-tear. View this post on Instagram. It can be a
very jarring feeling when your Ford F shakes when at idle. It can feel like the whole thing is
going to vibrate to death with you in it. If your F has this problem, there are many issues that
can cause it. There are a lot of reasons why your F may shake when idle. If it is, get the trouble
codes. You can get a code scanner really cheap. Alternatively, most auto parts stores also
provide the scan free of charge. The ignition system is responsible for burning the air fuel
mixture that enters the combustion chamber. If a good spark is not achieved, your F will shake
as it misfires and tries to stay running. Here are the main components of the ignition system, as
well as what would cause them to make your F shake when idling. This vacuum is carefully
controlled. If the vacuum system gets a leak, it will cause a shake when idle. A vacuum leak can
be caused by a bad vacuum hose, intake manifold gasket, and other vacuum powered
accessories. Diagnosing a vacuum leak can be tricky. If they wear out, it can cause it to shake
when idle. You should also feel the shaking more in gear than when you are in park. It would
also feel a little wobbly as the gears are shifted. An engine misfire is the most common cause of
a shaking idle, and as the engine stumbles and misfires, that should be seen in the tachometer
as a drop in RPM. If the timing belt or chain has jumped a tooth, the camshaft s and crank will
no longer be lined up properly. If this happens it can cause the idle characteristics to change. It
could be so clogged that there is not enough air getting through for proper idle conditions. Of
all the sensors equipped in your vehicle, the O2 sensors may have it the hardest. They deal with
super hot exhaust that can cover them in deposits that can leave them ineffective. If an oxygen
sensor goes bad, it can make your F run too lean or rich. A super lean running engine will often
shake when idling. The mixture would be wrong at all RPM, but as the engine speed increases
the shaking decreases. If a fuel injector is not operating properly, it will either let too much or
too little fuel into the combustion chamber relative to the amount of air. There are many reasons
why a fuel injector may go bad, as well as different symptoms relative to how they went bad. For
more, check out Ford F bad fuel injector symptoms. If there is anything that you would like to
add, please leave a comment below. Good luck! Ignition System The ignition system is
responsible for burning the air fuel mixture that enters the combustion chamber. Fouled plugs
can cause a misfire, which in turn causes an idle shake. Although most modern vehicles use
iridium spark plugs, they still need to be changed at the manufacturers recommended interval.

This page has a great chart for you to compare your spark plug condition to new plugs. These
packs are fired by the engines computer at exactly the right time to provide the optimal ignition
timing. Really, your F will be running rougher at any RPM, but a misfire will be most pronounced
at idle. There are quite a few reasons why your Ford F could be idling rough. An internal
combustion engine needs air, fuel, and spark in order to achieve ignition. When one or more of
these variables is off it can lead to a rough idling condition. Most of the time the culprit is going
to be the ignition system, although there are a myriad of other causes. Hopefully, the check
engine light is on. It can tell you a lot about what is going on with your F You can either go to
the local parts store and ask them to scan the vehicle for you, or you can do this yourself. Most
of them will do that as a courtesy obviously they want to sell the parts. Alternatively, code
scanners are pretty affordable. Having one of your own can save you a ton of time. Here are the
most common problems that would cause a Ford F to idle rough:. Here are the main
components of the ignition system, as well as what would cause them to make your F idle
roughly. It could be so clogged that there is not enough air getting through for quality idle
conditions. Of all the sensors equipped in your vehicle, the O2 sensors may have it the hardest.
They deal with super hot exhaust that can cover them in deposits that can leave them
ineffective. If an oxygen sensor goes bad, it can make your F run too lean or rich. A super lean
running engine will often idle rough. The fuel injection systems job is to atomize the fuel into
fine mist. If a fuel injector has an issue with this process, it will either let too much or too little
fuel into the combustion chamber relative to the amount of air. There are many reasons why a
fuel injector may go bad, as well as different symptoms relative to how they went bad. For more,
check out Ford F bad fuel injector symptoms. There are many reasons that your Ford F may be
idling rough. We tried to lay out the most common ones above. If there is anything else that you
would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck!! Here are the most common
problems that would cause a Ford F to idle rough: A fouled plug VS a brand new plug Ignition
System Here are the main components of the ignition system, as well as what would cause them
to make your F idle roughly. Although most modern vehicles use iridium spark plugs, they still
need to be changed at the manufacturers recommended interval. This page has a great chart for
you to compare your spark plug condition to new plugs. These packs are fired by the engines
computer at exactly the right time to provide the optimal ignition timing. Really, your F will be
running rougher at any RPM, but a misfire will be most pronounced at idle. Fuel Injectors The
fuel injection systems job is to atomize the fuel into fine mist. Conclusion There are many
reasons that your Ford F may be idling rough. If you have a Ford F hard to start issue or a Ford
F rough idle and stalling along with a P trouble code, usually following a gas fill-up. This refers
to the Evaporative Emissions System. For more information on EVAP system, see this post. The
EVAP system monitors the fuel vapor vacuum and pressure in the fuel tank. The system fails
the test and set the P trouble code when the evaporative emission EVAP test detects excessive
fuel tank vacuum with the engine running, but not at idle. Disconnect the hoses to the canister
purge valve and test for airflow. There should be NO airflow unless the solenoid is grounded. A
bad canister purge valve allows airflow when NOT ground and is the most common failure
point. They include wiring diagrams and technical service bulletins. In most cases, their
diagrams are right from the factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the
factory legends to learn the identification symbols and then refer back to circuit diagrams to
find the splice and ground locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig into your doors,
dash or console, Alldatadiy. Ford F canister purge valve solenoid. Find this article useful?
Share it! Categories F-Series Trucks. Tags F hard to start. It looks like you're new here. If you
want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. July I have a F FX4 with same issue. Did you ever discover the root of your
issue? November I have a Lariat. Just bought it about a month ago and have been doing
maintenance on the weekends and working on a rough idle problem. Finally solved it. Things I
did: 1 Replaced the spark plugs with Champion They don't break in the engine. Despite all of
this, it made very little difference. This made the largest diffence Lesson learned, carbon and
gunk builds up in these engines really, really bad. Should do it ever 30KK miles or so. I have
also heard changing the motor mounts helps but haven't had to do that. Good luck, James.
December My 4. I now own a with a 5. Unfortunately it appears to be a Triton engine concern,
not limited to one version or the other. It does not bother me too much in gear and on the road.
All engines vibrate, some are designed to limit vibration in operation range. Many foreign
manufactures use balance shafts to reduce or eliminate vibrations. American manufacturing
does not and normally balance shafts. I had my in the shop for a intermittent vibration
numerous times and the dealer I bought the truck from in TX could not fix it. Vibration on uphill
climbs and light loading. Dealer successfully balanced all tires ON the truck. Find a good tire or

Ford dealer to balance the tires on the vehicle. Remember the fuel filter, too many times it is left
unattended too long and takes out fuel pumps or injectors. Run an approved injector cleaner
through your tank once in a while, check manufactures recommendation. But using a good fuel
that has cleaners to begin with is best in my opinion. If your favorite gas station does not post
or brag about cleaners, they most likely do not have the best fuel in town. Use quality and
manufacturer approved fuels. Hope this helps someone! February edited February Ford has that
mentality about this on " The number one selling truck in the world. I would suggest using all
available communication. Tweeting usually works! Facebook should get their attention.
Remember, Facebook has the worlds attention. By putting a post on it will definitely get their
attention. Facebook has over 5,, people listening. The truck looks good, the heart of the beast
has a problem. There are only four parts they have to research: Engine with over 5k miles ;
torque converter; transmission; drive-shaft. Each of the parts should be assessed separately.
Then as a whole. They should value their customer base, if they want us to remain loyal.
February I will try this on my ' The rotor on the front passenger side goes out at about 1, miles.
My Benz is having the same problem. I will start torquing only after the car is on all four wheels.
It makes sense. March So i just bought a Ford F that had a few issues. Truck sometimes has a
flux in idle but works itself out after a few min. CEL is on but nothing seems to be really wrong
with it. Someone said to replace the TPS. Not sure if i should May I replaced the spark plugs,
serpentine belt, Oil with Valvoline 5w20 synthentic along with z-max and prolong additives I do
this every oil change. Then I removed and cleaned the throttle body thoroughly. After re
assembly and rerun, the vibration and rattle disappeared after 50 miles or so. Using too much
brake to slow down. Anyone else have this problem? Does anyone know of a good aftermarket
programmer for this application? Note I have a '98 with a 4. October Hi, I was wondering, since
the warranty company actually paid for your repair, may I ask which warranty company you
have? Thank you. Don't know if you still have the truck or the question but the lifter noise is the
cam phaser which retards the cam at low idle to conserve fuel and the engine vibration at
varying rpms is most likely caused by this also. A slight tick is normal at idle a knock is not so if
it is knocking or ticking abnoxiously loud buy the timing chain wedge and change out both cam
phasers. If you try to do it without the wedge you will drop the chain and have to retime the
motor. Did you have any luck finding out what was causing both problems? January Yes, it is a
characteristic of the truck. Ford designed that model to shake like that. I know because I bought
one brand new. Long story short, it went to arbitration because it fell under the lemon law. Ford
replaced everything on that truck. I met with the Ford field engineer who drove it then took me
for a ride in a Lariat that did it too. He told me that it is a characteristic of these trucks and there
is nothing they can do about it. He said Ford made the frame too stiff. What a bunch of BS.
Bought a Nissan. Love it. I have a 07 Ford F It shakes hard then quits on me. I have had it in a
few times, they put it on a machine, the machine indicates nothing is wrong??? Ran the truck
for awhile and it started again. Now I don't know what to do I was wondering if my intuition is
right in thinking it has something to do with the Oil pressure? When the truck is shaking, if I
give press the accelerater it stops shaking??? Thank you! I got f and about 3 months ago or
longer i had my truck in for the tranny jerking. I was having the same problem with the shaking.
When it was occurring I pulled over and checked the rear wheels. I can't recal which one it was
now, but I believe it was the right wheel, anyhow, it was extremely hot. That is when I realized
that the brake was stuck. I immediately drove it to my Ford dealer and they told me they fixed it.
I found out the next time I went to change my rear brakes that all they did was disconnect my
emergency brake. I did some more research and found that to fix the emergency brake from
locking up I needed to replace the emergency brake cable. I haven't done that yet. Anyhow, that
is a thought for the shaking you are experiencing. April Vibration: I just wanted to post a quick
suggestion for you owners with that unknown vibration at take off Mine also had the weird
vibration It was caused by the Air Intake Hose where it mounts to the drivers side quarter panel
It was just loose enough that it would only vibrate right at accelleration.. Just wedge something
in there and solved the prob But, it too has the infamous "diesel" sound.. Was told from dealer
on day 1 that was just the way they sound.. Wish me luck.. Most likely your Mass air flow
sensor. Mine did this for about 4 months no one could tell me what it was not even ford. I
changed that it ran perfect. Its simple to do just unplug take out 2 screws slide it out new in.
Only takes couple of min to do. Had a similar vibration, almost like the transmission was failing.
Vibration always happened when the truck was in a higher gear and while the excelerator was
gradually being pressed, like when I was starting to climb a hill. Usually at speeds between
mph. Turned out to be one bad ignition coil, and 5 different spark plugs where periodically
missing. The mechanics drove the truck with their diagnostics hooked up to it and fiigured it
out. Problem totally fixed. August You are right on the spot when you suspect oil pressure. I
have a F with a 5. I took my truck in for the third time for a vibration at Idle. The just installed a

new engine for me. The problem had been it would never register a fault code. This time it did
the put a manual oil pressure gauge on the engine and at idle the oil pressure jumped all over
causing the computer over compensate. I would recommend using a manual oil pressure
gauge. I think this is a known problem the dealer is a good dealer but they were very fast to
offer a new engine This was all covered by the factory warranty of 60, mile power train I have 54,
miles on my truck. I would check this out new 5. Maybe you could plead your case to the dealer
if you bought it new. September Once I give it a little bit more gas it clears up and runs fine.
Ford can't find the problem or get it to duplicate which is very surprising as it happens all the
time. Any thoughts to a Mass Air Flow sensor or possible Catalytic convertors are bad with that
many miles? Any help would be greatly appreciated as this is very frustrating. Mine was doing
the same thing Have you changed them? I have an f 5. Just got it back, and its runing like new.
Hope this helps. Hi my ford f starts to vibration at 55 to 60mph what can i do to fix it. Thanks
Hugh. Mine is the same and I had a brand new transimission installed , and U Joints replaced,
tires rotated and I was told to try and replace the transmission sensor, and spark plugs. I
haven't done either yet, if and when I do I will let you know if it works. Solaresl1 Posts: 1. Is any
one can help me with a aldea what's wrong with my ford super duty 5. Sign In or Register to
comment. Ford F is a full-size pickup truck , developed in the USA. It is the oldest Ford model,
produced since the late s. Thus, the car has been on the conveyor belt for almost seventy years
, which is an outstanding indicator confirming the high demand and popularity of the Ford F It is
noteworthy that in all the years of production, total sales of the pickup of the same name
exceeded 28 million pieces worldwide. Moreover, we have before us the best-selling pickup in
the North American market. F-series pickups are the most popular not only in the USA, but also
in Canada. Currently, the 13th generation Ford F-Series is produced. Almost all generations had
exclusive modifications with powerful engines and special trim. For example, since , the Ford
company produces weights pickups, which are a part of a separate model range Ford Super
Duty. There are known Ford F-Series models with front and rear drive, as well as with two-door
and four-door bodies. Ford F of the 13th generation entered production in The new generation
of Ford F pickup truck is sold in the U. The truck is equipped with gasoline turbocharged 2.
Transmission is automatic, six-speed, rear or full drive. Aluminum is widely used in the body
and cab of the machine, but the supporting frame is still steel. It is not uncommon for a vehicle
to experience engine vibration at idle speed. The torque is not transferred to the PTO shaft in
this position. In normal operation, a stable idle speed of between and rpm is achieved,
depending on the engine type. If this value is lower than the lower limit, the engine will simply
shut down and if it exceeds the upper limit, it will overrun and parts of the vehicle will wear out
heavily. As a rule, almost every driver sooner or later notices that the car is not pulling well
during a long vehicle operation. In other words, the power unit can hardly cope with loads, there
is a loss of power, the unit needs to be spun up to high speed to maintain the usual pace, the
car is worse acceleration from a place, slowly gaining speed, etc. So, if there are no other
symptoms besides the loss of traction, then you should immediately pay attention to the fuel
quality, proper ignition operation and power system. The next step in the diagnosis is to check
the spark plugs. A decrease in the efficiency of these elements is also accompanied by a drop
in the powertrain. If problems with the spark plugs and filters can be identified right on the road,
more serious problems with the power and ignition system are much more difficult to diagnose
and correct on site. In cases where the motor is not gaining speed, and there are jerks and
failures when the accelerator pedal is pressed, the carburetor or injector should be checked and
adjusted. Injection engines are equipped with special catalytic converters for exhaust treatment.
In this case, the catalytic converter is quite vulnerable and at the same time expensive element
and all kinds of malfunctions in the engine create a risk of damage. As a rule, the light comes up
when there is a risk of damage to the catalytic converter. Simultaneous engine friction means
that one or more cylinders are not working or are not working properly. In practice, this means
that fuel in the problem cylinder does not fully burn and then enters the exhaust system. As a
result, the residue of unburned fuel burns out already in the catalytic converter area, as
temperatures are very high there. Fuel also gets on the catalyst itself, causing its failure. The
condition of the exhaust system also has a great influence on the engine power. During
operation, the filter-catalyst may collapse and the throughput of the exhaust system may be
reduced. This is checked by measuring the pressure before and after the catalytic converter. It
is also possible to remove the element and visually inspect its condition. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Since all trucks are different, and all
lifters are different, prices vary from truck to truck and between lifters. Add to this the variations
in mechanic fees and labor costs, and you will find differences even when Well, there is also a
solution for this one too, but you might not like it. What is a ball It consists of a hose connected
from the tank to the distribution point which can be an injector, a pump or a carburettor all

dependant on the model of your car. The common issues with car fuel lines are either The drum
brake is a very simple system that has not really changed in its operation for decades. Whilst
the materials have changed, the operation and application are essentially the same. A drum
brake system is made up Consider that putting your This instance usually occurs when one or
more tires start to tires skid, at this moment they lose their traction. Without traction the vehicle
will go in any direction and in some instances completely sideways. In most instances the
process is similar, and the basics are that there is some hard work ahead of you, but you can do
it. It is controlled mechanically, an
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d it is usually off when the car is being driven Amazon and the Amazon logo are trademarks of
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